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1 Introduction 
There has been widespread criticism of, and mobilization against, trade agreements and in-
vestment treaties, particularly given governments’ orientation to focus exclusively on com-
mercial interests in negotiations without taking into account their obligations to address hu-
man rights, the environment and development. A wide range of case studies indicate that 
pressures from international trade and investment rules to open borders for goods and ser-
vices, to create a “business-friendly” environment for foreign direct investment and to 
strengthen intellectual property rights have often contributed to undermining the protection 
and realization of human rights.  

The triple global crises of high and volatile food prices, climate change and financial turmoil 
have heightened public scrutiny of the international economic order. As a result, there is a 
growing interest and commitment by civil society and by some governments to assess the 
social and human rights implications of trade and investment policies and agreements − both 
multilateral and bilateral − including through the use of human rights impact assessments 
(HRIAs). 

In June 2010, an expert seminar was held in Geneva to concretely advance methodologies for, 
and thinking about, HRIAs for trade and investment agreements. The objectives were:  

1. To review lessons learned from existing approaches to HRIAs for trade and investment 
agreements, as well as other relevant assessment and monitoring tools. 

2. To review and develop key principles, indicators and methodological approaches to guide 
HRIAs of trade and investment agreements, including a focus on specific human rights 
and on specific trade and investment provisions.  

3. To lay the groundwork for the elaboration of guidelines and/or terms of reference for 
HRIAs of trade and investment agreements, to be applied in pilot initiatives.  

4. To strengthen collaboration and international working relationships among civil society 
organizations (CSOs), academics and UN officials with an interest in promoting HRIAs.  

5. To improve recognition of HRIAs as a feasible and important policy step for states nego-
tiating trade and investment agreements.  

The seminar was an international collaboration among CSOs, UN experts and academics that 
have been working on human rights, trade and investment. It was convened under the aus-
pices of Olivier De Schutter, UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food. Close to 40 ex-
perts from developed and developing countries took part in the two-day seminar at the prem-
ises of the South Centre. 

Key elements of the presentations and discussions are documented in this report. The meeting 
underscored the urgency of mobilizing governments, CSOs and multilateral institutions to 
take concrete steps towards developing a human-rights-based approach to trade and invest-
ment agreements, and highlighted the possibilities for employing HRIAs as one means to this 
end.  
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Statement from Olivier De Schutter  
UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food 

For over ten years, the human rights treaty bodies and independent experts have called on 
governments to assess the impact of trade and investment agreements on the enjoyment of 
human rights, but without success. And yet, there is growing evidence that trade and in-
vestment policies can have important impacts on human rights, particularly economic and 
social rights. It is time to act. The methodology for conducting HRIAs exists. The decision 
to implement HRIAs is a matter of political will. It is time to shift the burden of proof 
onto the shoulders of those who can make HRIAs a reality, while at the same time ensur-
ing that expert information on methodologies is available.  

HRIAs are a useful tool for developed and developing country governments for a number 
of reasons. HRIAs can:  

1. Help governments ensure compliance with international obligations. States have mul-
tiple obligations under international law, based on treaties they have signed and rati-
fied. These cover issues such as human rights, development, environment, women’s 
rights, trade rules, foreign investment and intellectual property. HRIAs can help gov-
ernments determine whether new or existing trade and investment agreements will un-
dermine their human rights obligations. Indeed, ensuring consistency between human 
rights obligations and trade and investment agreements is essential at the stage of ne-
gotiation of such agreements. Otherwise, because of the stronger enforcement mecha-
nisms in trade and investment regimes, human rights obligations risk being set aside 
when conflicts arise.  

2. Strengthen democratic control and accountability for the effects of trade and invest-
ment agreements. HRIAs include consultations with stakeholders who might be af-
fected by new agreements on trade and investment. The process allows national par-
liaments, civil society and national human rights institutions to have a voice in assess-
ing trade and investment policies, thereby strengthening democracy and making deci-
sions more accountable to citizens. 

3. Empower governments from developing countries to improve their bargaining power 
while negotiating trade and investment agreements. Historically, the introduction of 
human rights considerations into trade negotiations has not been popular among de-
veloping countries. There have been concerns that human rights would be used by de-
veloped countries to impose conditionalities, or to delay granting market access to 
goods originating from developing countries. Nevertheless, the situation is shifting, 
and developing countries are starting to see the benefits of human rights in helping 
them to defend their development needs. It is essential to engage developing country 
governments to be active and involved in shaping the framework for conducting 
HRIAs. 
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2 Key Messages of the Seminar 
The seminar underscored a series of messages to governments, intergovernmental organiza-
tions, civil society and the public: 

• The global trade and investment regime has a profound impact on human rights. An alter-
native regime is needed to ensure that trade and investment support the realization of hu-
man rights. HRIAs can contribute to this goal.  

• The lack of transparency and accountability in the negotiation of trade and investment 
agreements, including the lack of access to the texts of agreements, undermines the right 
to information and participation, and is a major obstacle for HRIAs. HRIAs can also be a 
remedy for some of these concerns.  

• Human rights provide a normative framework for the assessment of trade and investment 
agreements. A human rights framework must be employed to address economic “trade-
offs”, highlighting issues of inequality as well as key human rights principles such as pro-
gressive realization and non-retrogression. At the same time, methodologies to assess im-
pacts must be technically sound.  

• There is an important link between HRIAs and a state’s human rights obligations. There is 
a due diligence obligation on states to provide access to information about trade and in-
vestment negotiations and to assess the human rights implications of economic policies. 
The obligation is to states’ own populations and to populations beyond their borders.  

• HRIAs can help to ensure that trade or investment agreements do not restrict states’ policy 
space in a way that prevents them from addressing development strategies and human 
rights obligations. HRIAs of trade and investment agreements must be prepared ex ante1 
in order to have an impact on government positions and policies. Ex post2 HRIAs also can 
be useful, particularly to guide the implementation of schedules of commitments, or in 
combination with “sunset clauses” in agreements. 

• Trade and investment agreements must include safeguard clauses and flexibilities in order 
to preserve the possibility for states to comply with human rights obligations as they 
evolve.  

• HRIAs should not have a one-size-fits-all approach. They should be flexible and adapted 
to different national contexts and to address priority issues, although the shape and form 
of an HRIA is not infinitely flexible.  

• International benchmarks for what constitutes a credible HRIA process must be estab-
lished. These include: independence; fair and transparent process; involvement of relevant 
expertise; participation by a wide range of stakeholders; empirical research that tracks 
both positive and negative impacts linked to indicators (quantitative and qualitative); at-
tention to the process dimension of the trade/investment negotiations; adequate financing; 
and a channel to feed recommendations into official processes. 

……………………………… 
1 An assessment before the agreement is signed. 
2 An assessment after the agreement is signed. 
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• There are risks in embarking on an HRIA process, including that the process may be used 
to conclude harmful agreements with ineffective safeguards or compensation provisions. 
This has implications for the participation in HRIAs of CSOs and social movements that 
are also pursuing broad political and social goals to resist agreements.  

• There are many different strategies to pursue “human-rights-friendly” trade and invest-
ment regimes, including through mobilization, campaigning, advocacy, research and pol-
icy analysis. HRIAs are one tool for advancing this broader agenda. HRIAs can also be 
used as a mobilization tool to generate greater accountability for human rights. It is impor-
tant to assess when HRIAs are a useful tool to employ. 

• It is time to start undertaking HRIAs, and to learn from this experience. 

3 Different Perspectives on HRIAs 
The initial panel of the seminar set the stage for a discussion of key strategic issues associated 
with HRIAs. What emerged from this discussion is that there are various perspectives on 
HRIAs that need to be considered in developing a way forward. These include the perspec-
tives of trade negotiators, developing country governments and diverse civil society organiza-
tions, including advocates for gender equality and HRIA practitioners. 

3.1 Trade negotiator perspective  

The discussion highlighted that while trade and human rights are not the greatest friends, they 
are no longer enemies. Pascal Lamy, Director-General of the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), was the first leader in the trade community to publicly state the importance of human 
rights. Nevertheless, human rights are generally a source of conflict between WTO member 
states, so participants were reminded that it is important to be realistic about what is feasible 
in the context of the WTO. If governments reject HRIAs, they will not be implemented. This 
was the experience of other issues, for example the impact of trade on labour rights.  

The WTO Secretariat supports the idea of impact assessments to help improve understanding 
of what trade liberalization means, but this is a political issue. It was noted that in general, it 
is developing countries that are opposed to bringing other issues into the WTO, including 
human rights, labour and the environment. From a trade negotiator’s perspective, it is impor-
tant to move away from a purely ideological debate about impact assessments and to be 
pragmatic. If the issue becomes ideological, governments may walk away. Furthermore, it is 
essential that the HRIA tool be easy to use. If people do not understand how to implement 
HRIAs, they will most likely fail.  

HRIAs are valuable as a means to avoid human rights violations. It is important to find out in 
advance whether an agreement will violate human rights, in order to prevent it from doing so. 
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3.2 Developing country perspective 

It is important to consider three interlinked but complex issues from the perspective of devel-
oping countries.  

1. Which human rights? Developed and developing countries have had distinct approaches 
to, and concerns about, human rights in the context of the WTO. It was noted that, 
roughly speaking, developed countries focus on civil and political rights and developing 
countries focus on economic, social and cultural rights and the right to development. De-
veloping countries have invoked economic, social and cultural rights in the WTO, the 
World Intellectual Property Organization and the UN Human Rights Council. The Group 
of 33, a group of developing countries that defend food security and rural livelihoods, has 
frequently invoked the right to development in its statements and proposals. Brazil refers 
to the right to health in relation to proposed TRIPS reforms. Bolivia requested that the 
Special Rapporteur on the right to health visit the WTO. Developing countries are show-
ing increasing interest in using tools that highlight costs to economic, social and cultural 
rights, as a means to bolster their negotiating positions. 

2. Which model of development? There are many debates about how to achieve develop-
ment. Is it through economic growth alone? What is the role of the state? There is also in-
creasing interest in the concept of a “developmental state” to help realize human rights. 
What is a rights-based approach to development? What are the roles of the public and pri-
vate sectors? These are complex questions and governments adopt different policies, 
which must be respected.  

3. What is meant by trade? Trade and trade agreements are two separate things. Depending 
on how trade is conducted, it can help or harm development and the realization of human 
rights. When considering the ways in which trade agreements shape how trade is con-
ducted, it is important to keep this in mind. 

3.3 Gender perspective  

The point was made that HRIAs must include a specific focus on the impact of trade and in-
vestment agreements on gender equality, but beyond this, a gender-informed human rights 
assessment is needed. The 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina-
tion Against Women (CEDAW) was a milestone. Since then, the outcomes of several key 
events, including the Vienna, Cairo and Beijing Programmes of Action, have helped to create 
the corpus of law for human rights that takes gender into account. This body of law should be 
incorporated in the design and implementation of HRIAs.  

Methodologies for HRIAs must provide data disaggregated by sex and then further disaggre-
gated by race, religion, labour status etc. Women’s voices must be reflected in the assess-
ments. Women’s groups must be consulted, and they should be a key source of information 
for the assessment process. 

It was noted that HRIAs are a good step, but they are not enough. It is crucial that there be a 
more consistent integration of gender throughout the human rights agenda, particularly at the 
Human Rights Council. 
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3.4 Other perspectives 

Various points were raised about the ways in which HRIAs, and the concepts underlying 
them, are perceived. Impact assessments are a form of evaluating the effects of different poli-
cies and programs. There is less than a decade of practice in HRIAs, and they have mainly 
been undertaken by CSOs. HRIAs do not have the formalized or professionalized identity of 
environmental impact assessments (EIAs). There is no single professionalized methodology 
for HRIAs, although there is an increasing amount of practice.  

Furthermore, a number of similar concepts exist in trade, investment and human rights 
agreements, but they differ in their interpretations. For example, in the human rights realm, 
“non-discrimination” means that when there are unequals, positive discrimination in favour of 
the weak is needed to achieve equality. A human rights approach is interested in the outcome. 
Thus non-discrimination in the human rights regime includes affirmative action. Non-
discrimination in the trade regime, however, means that a foreign company must be treated 
the same as a local company, no matter how economically powerful or weak the companies 
are. The assumption is that liberalization is good in and of itself, and that everyone should be 
treated the same throughout the process. The WTO has tried to offset the principle through 
“Special and Differential Treatment” provisions and the concept of non-reciprocity, but these 
exceptions are minor in comparison to the general principle.  

4 Challenges to Conducting HRIAs 
Throughout the seminar, a number of challenges for HRIAs were raised. 

There was considerable discussion of the challenges of ex ante assessments. Is it truly possi-
ble to do an ex ante assessment of a trade or investment agreement? HRIAs require a signifi-
cant investment of resources, consultation of different stakeholders and time. The negotiating 
texts of a trade agreement can vary significantly from the start until the agreement is con-
cluded.  

Another difficulty in assessing the impact of trade and investment agreements is that it is not 
always the agreements themselves, but rather the domestic policies put in place by govern-
ments, which create the winners and losers. This underscores the importance for HRIAs to 
identify dangers ex ante, in order to allow governments to take precautions, including safe-
guard clauses.  

Most participants felt that it was possible, and necessary, to conduct ex ante assessments even 
if they were not perfect. Under the WTO’s Doha Agenda, for example, the World Bank, uni-
versities and NGOs carried out assessments of the likely outcome of the negotiations. These 
were not precise but helped to highlight possible impacts and alert government negotiators.  

Ex ante assessments of investment agreements pose their own unique challenges, because it is 
difficult to model the potential economic consequences of an investment agreement. Econo-
mists have been trying to show that investment liberalization promotes investment, but there 
is no convincing evidence to support the theory. How can the HRIA explore the implications 
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of the loss of policy space resulting from the legal obligations of the treaty and its enforce-
ment provisions? 

Investment experts and practitioners agreed that, when analyzing the actual or potential con-
flicts between international investment agreements and human rights treaties, it is important 
to look at both the de facto3 and de jure4 conflicts and to examine current and past experi-
ences of such agreements, for which there is a wealth of information. This would make the 
exercise easier and provide empirical evidence of a range of potential impacts. 

There was discussion of whether HRIAs are a technical or a political process. Some partici-
pants noted that the human rights framework does not have an ideological view of free trade, 
and that HRIAs must evaluate both positive and negative impacts. They argued that while 
everyone has a political point of view, the challenge is to create a methodology that is robust 
enough to transcend ideological boundaries. Other participants underscored that human rights 
have normative content. These participants said that the purpose of HRIAs is to allow people 
to engage in a political discussion of priorities and outcomes. In this view, impact assess-
ments are not an apolitical exercise, and it is important not to shy away from this fact. 

There is a real challenge in how HRIAs can be viewed by developing country governments. 
On the one hand, they can be used to improve developing countries’ bargaining power in ne-
gotiations. On the other hand, they are a means to hold developing countries accountable for 
their actions and to improve democratic control of decision-making on trade and investment 
policies. This duality must be acknowledged and addressed. Developed country governments 
also will have mixed views on the utility of HRIAs, depending on their approach to human 
rights and their willingness to open trade policy choices to greater scrutiny and debate.  

Most participants stressed that HRIAs must be a tool to assess the coherence of trade and in-
vestment agreements with both the domestic and extra-territorial obligations (ETOs) of states. 
The ETO component is a critical part of the legal obligation, and important given the frequent 
power differentials among negotiating partners from North and South. To focus only on do-
mestic obligations would be unfair, and would cause developing country governments to re-
sist HRIAs. Some participants, on the other hand, cautioned that it was dangerous to invoke 
ETOs because the concept is a recent one and its recognition is not unanimous. 

Another issue raised was how states that are committed to the realization of economic, social 
and cultural rights can pursue the protection of those rights in the context of current market-
based solutions to poverty and economic development. This dilemma implies that the central 
issue for HRIAs to address is one of policy space. Any new international agreement necessar-
ily leads to a loss of policy space, and the corresponding danger that governments will not be 
able to introduce regulations that protect or fulfill human rights. Questions were raised about 
how to quantify the loss of policy space and how HRIAs can help to measure the impacts of 
that loss. For example, how do trade agreements reduce tax revenues from tariffs or increase 
the price of essential medicines due to intellectual property measures, and what are the human 
rights implications? This was a key concern for all participants. 

……………………………… 
3 What happens in practice. 
4 What is written in law. 
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Another point made was that there is a danger that HRIAs will be used to justify concluding 
trade and investment agreements rather than challenging the existing model of trade and in-
vestment, which advocates liberalization and deregulation. Even though HRIAs may be a use-
ful tool, at what point can developing countries just say “no,” they do not want to negotiate an 
agreement? In Africa, for example, CSOs fully expect, based on previous experiences of lib-
eralized trade, that the Economic Partnership Agreements with the European Union (EU) will 
adversely affect human rights. In this case, HRIAs may undermine resistance to the current 
model of trade and investment agreements, by providing options for countries to conclude 
agreements with limited safeguard provisions. 

Discussion emphasized that there is a real problem integrating gender into the agendas of all 
three regimes: human rights, trade and investment. Current practice of HRIAs does not ade-
quately capture how gender inequalities are exacerbated through trade and investment liber-
alization. HRIAs must build in a specific focus on the impact on gender. Methodologies must 
include sex-disaggregated data.  

There was discussion of how environmental impact assessments are effective and feasible 
because they cover a relatively narrow area. There is a danger of being overly broad when it 
comes to HRIAs. Yet, the more selective the focus on human rights, the easier it is to look at 
only a part of the picture. The challenge is how to cover enough terrain while maintaining a 
relatively narrow scope of issues.  

Participants emphasized the need to include all human rights. It was noted that there is a ten-
dency to focus too much on economic and social rights, but civil and political rights are 
equally important − including issues of participation and access to information as well as 
scope for debate and dissent on trade policy options.  

5 Lessons Learned from Conducting 
Impact Assessments  

An overview of main lessons from previous impact assessments highlighted achievements, 
shortcomings, challenges and political lessons. 

5.1 HRIAs and trade agreements 

There have been three main experiences of undertaking HRIAs of trade agreements:  

1. Thai National Human Rights Commission ex ante assessment of the Thai-US bilateral 
free trade agreement (FTA); 

2. An ex post assessment of the impact of trade liberalization on the right to food in develop-
ing countries, carried out by FoodFirst Information and Action Network (FIAN) in col-
laboration with a number of other CSOs; and  
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3. An assessment of the impact of the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) on 
the right to health of people in Costa Rica.  

There have not been any government-led HRIAs. However, governments have undertaken 
Social Impact Assessments, which may have similar methodologies to HRIAs but which do 
not use human rights norms as the guiding framework. These include the United Nations En-
vironment Programme (UNEP) integrated assessments, the EU Sustainability Impact Assess-
ments, and a number of ad hoc impact assessments undertaken in South America and the 
South Pacific. 

Furthermore, there has been a recent agreement as part of the Canada-Colombia FTA that 
each government will undertake an annual report on human rights impacts of the trade deal. 
However, there are no clear processes or standards associated with the agreement, leading to 
the danger that there will be a superficial process that pays only lip service to human rights. 

5.2 Key lessons from HRIAs and social impact assessments 

1. HRIAs have an added value over other social impact assessments. While social impact 
assessments are often partial and arbitrary, HRIAs have a strong normative framework 
that is based on international treaties and conventions, which have codified states’ human 
rights obligations. This framework puts pressure on duty-bearers, engages international 
and national human rights institutions and emphasizes the importance of transparency, 
participation and empowerment. It shifts the perspective from the aggregate to addressing 
the disaggregated needs of the poorest and most vulnerable. 

2. HRIAs require flexibility and adaptability. Different approaches are required for different 
provisions of a trade or investment agreement. Methodological issues will vary depending 
on the provision. There is no single blueprint for all provisions.  

3. HRIAs need to be robust and user-friendly. HRIAs are complex and time-consuming, but 
if the methodology is too complex it will alienate governments and other actors. HRIAs 
should ideally form part of a cyclical process that provides ongoing input to inform policy 
decisions. Other types of assessments and feasibility studies could assist the HRIA proc-
ess.  

4. HRIAs should include relevant experts and maintain independence. It is important to in-
clude experts from various disciplines − including trade, investment, law and social sci-
ences − in the HRIA process. If the government takes the lead in the HRIA, there is a need 
to ensure independence and impartiality in the process.  

For further information please see the background paper prepared by James Harrison, Human 
Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements: Reflections on Practice and Principles for 
Future Assessments, in Annex 2. 
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5.3 Key lessons from environmental impact assessment (EIA) 
processes5 

EIAs have a relatively long history. The 1954 assessment of the Equatorial Nile Project was 
the first example of an EIA. In 1969, a formal framework was established. In 1972, the 
Stockholm Conference created UNEP, which strongly advocated and implemented EIAs. By 
the time of the 1992 Rio Conference, countries were putting EIAs in place to avoid being 
publicly shamed. It is also important to note that EIAs have focused on the impacts of con-
crete projects rather than addressing the more complex issue of the potential impacts of an 
agreement or treaty. 

Some key lessons from EIAs include the following. 

1. EIAs enable democratic processes. They create channels for dialogue with affected stake-
holders and produce valuable information for communities, companies and the general 
public. EIAs have also created the possibility for judicial review, further strengthening the 
democratic process. However, it is important to note that, in practice, public participation 
has been less than optimal.  

2. EIAs provide a framework for international cooperation in the event of transboundary 
conflicts.  

3. EIAs are an essential tool for integrating finance, development and the environment. EIAs 
have had the effect of empowering other actors. In the past, a country’s Ministry of Fi-
nance would make decisions with the World Bank. EIAs have changed this practice. 
Stakeholders and environment ministries are now involved. This creates a much more in-
tegrated approach to development that incorporates a range of different perspectives and 
voices. 

4. Baseline data are crucial for conducting EIAs. In general, there are insufficient baseline 
data for EIAs. Without reliable and accurate data it is impossible to know how the envi-
ronment will change, and this limits the findings of an EIA. 

5. Mitigating environmental harm has proved difficult. In practice, mitigation measures are 
generally ineffective, and there is an over-reliance on setting up the correct EIA process 
rather than addressing the actual outcomes of investment projects. 

5.4 Other impact assessments 

In India, CSOs have developed a Housing Eviction Assessment Tool. The tool is being devel-
oped based on field experience, which has helped to simplify it to make it more relevant to 
communities.  

The International Trade Union Confederation examined the impact of the WTO industrial 
goods negotiations on employment. The impact assessments were used by developing country 
trade unions to pressure their governments to change positions. The lobby efforts worked and, 

……………………………… 
5 See the related paper prepared for the seminar: Orellana Cruz, Marcos (June 2010). EIAs in Practice: Potential 
Lessons for Human Rights Impact Assessment: CIEL. http://ciel.org/Publications/EIA_Brief_Jun10.pdf 
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as a result, developing country governments formed an alliance to defend industrial develop-
ment and employment at the WTO.  

6 Indicators and HRIAs: 
Some key issues 

The use of human rights indicators6 is an important consideration in HRIAs, given the focus 
in HRIA methodology on empirical evidence to assess impacts.  

For HRIAs of trade agreements, it is necessary to choose appropriate human rights indicators 
that can demonstrate changes between the baseline and future enjoyment of a right after the 
introduction of a new trade measure. This requires establishing a limited number of valid and 
reliable indicators that can focus data collection and analysis while effectively demonstrating 
impact. Criteria for selecting human rights indicators are proposed in the literature.7 

The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) has taken the lead in pio-
neering efforts to develop indicators to measure the realization of human rights. It has trans-
lated human rights into quantitative indicators (and qualitative indicators that include quanti-
tative components) to help assess the impact of government policies. The OHCHR identified 
four attributes for each human right (availability, accessibility, affordability and quality) and 
placed them into three categories of indicators (structure, process and outcome).8 

The seminar provided space to deepen the discussion of the use of indicators in relation to 
some specific human rights concerns.9 A number of questions and issues were raised, includ-
ing the following. 

1. Are indicators sufficiently developed? Some participants felt that sufficient work has been 
done on indicators to enable their use in assessing impacts. Others felt that major gaps 
remain in the current approach to indicators, rendering them inadequate.  

2. Should the list of indicators be broad or narrow? Some participants felt that indicators 
should be broad in order to cover the obligations contained in all human rights treaties. 

……………………………… 
6 Human rights indicators can be seen as statements of qualitative and quantitative information that describe 
human rights or aspects of those rights in situations and contexts and measure changes in the enjoyment of those 
rights over time. 
7 See Walker, Simon (2009). The Future of Human Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements. Intersen-
tia: Mortsel, Belgium. 
8 This was informed by a chart that was elaborated by Brot fur Die Welt and the Heinrich Boll Foundation and 
then simplified by the Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions. The indicators include questions such as: How 
many children have diarrhea? How many people lack access to drinking water? Do laws discriminate against and 
exclude certain groups? Was the process for policy-making transparent? Were communities involved in deci-
sion-making? Were women involved? Is there adequate legislation on the right to water? Are there proper insti-
tutions? Are human rights justiciable? 
9 Detailed but informal reports from workshops on indicators for the rights to food, water and health and for 
labour rights are available from the seminar organizers. 
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They argued that using the “respect, protect, fulfill” framework of state obligations covers 
both potential violations of human rights and steps needed for progressive realization. 
Once the broad list is in place, practitioners can narrow the list depending on the nature of 
the HRIA. Other participants felt that this approach was too onerous and burdensome to 
be practical for governments. These participants were in favour of a selecting a short list 
of indicators, 12 or 15, to keep the task manageable. 
In general there was consensus to use past experiences to identify the likely concerns or 
sectors to be heavily affected by the priority issues in the agreement, and work from these 
to create a list of potential human rights impacts and their corollary indicators. For exam-
ple, when examining the impact of agricultural trade agreements on the right to food, the 
key issues may include: the impact of import surges, the impact of export subsidies on 
poor farmers in third countries, the loss of livelihoods when cheaper food is available on 
the market, declining consumer prices without a subsequent rise in producer prices, 
changing diets, increased dependence on processed foods, and loss of state revenue from 
tariffs.  

3. Do human rights indicators differ from development, employment or health indicators? 
Yes, the importance of the human rights framework is its focus on vulnerable and margin-
alized groups, the matrix of state obligations, and the emphasis on the interdependency of 
rights. A human rights approach is interested in the impacts of policies on different 
groups. An HRIA emphasizes the disaggregated effect of trade and investment agreements 
on women, poor people, indigenous groups, migrant workers and people working in the 
informal economy. Other indicators tend to comprehensively address particular issues but 
without making reference to rights. Human rights indicators could serve to strengthen 
other indicators. 

4. How is it possible to combine the work of the OHCHR, World Health Organization 
(WHO), International Labour Organization and Food and Agriculture Organization on 
indicators? Indicators from other specialized UN agencies are useful as templates or to 
crosscheck. However, these other indicators are not exhaustive and must be adapted when 
conducting HRIAs. 

5. What of the quality of, and access to, baseline data? Data are crucial for tracking the ap-
propriate indicators. Yet data collection is cumbersome, and states are discouraged from 
collecting and storing data out of fear that it will be used against them. There are also sig-
nificant gaps in the quality of available information. For example, disaggregation by sex 
and other characteristics is important for human rights research, but disaggregated data are 
often not available. This challenge must be flagged in any HRIA process. 
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7 Methodologies for 
Conducting HRIAs 

There are three important elements to an HRIA:10 

1. Outcome: What is the impact of a trade agreement on the enjoyment of human rights? 
This includes how the agreement affects the capacity of people to enjoy their rights, and 
how it affects the legal and moral obligations of duty-bearers.11 

2. Process: How does the process of trade negotiations respect human rights principles? In 
other words, how transparent, consultative and participatory is the process? Are the voices 
of potentially affected people included? Does the process discriminate against women? 

3. Actors: It is important to involve human rights actors at the national and international 
level. A network of human rights actors can strengthen the HRIA methodology. 

The key steps to conducting a HRIA include: 

1. Selecting the team: It is important to involve a diverse range of expertise, including a hu-
man rights lawyer, a trade or investment lawyer, an economist and a social scientist (par-
ticularly for participatory processes). 

2. Screening the issues: A narrowing exercise is needed to determine which trade and in-
vestment provisions are the priority for the assessment. 

3. Scoping: Identify in more detail what is to be assessed, as well as indicators, data sources, 
tools and processes. If the assessment is ex ante, identify possible scenarios with as much 
clarity as possible. Be clear about what is being assessed. This can be a complex process. 
A hypothesis of impact must be developed.  
If the assessment is ex post, identify the impact at the macro and micro levels. The macro 
level can include trade measures, domestic regulations and intellectual property provi-
sions. The micro level can be assessed by studying the situation on the ground. This 
should be a case-by-case, participatory and transparent process.  

4. Conducting the analysis: Where does the human rights impact occur? It is important to 
include both a legal analysis and an economic analysis. Economic modeling is important 
for ex ante assessments and can help to produce data that strengthen the legal analysis. 
There is also a causal chain analysis. It is important to get the causal chain of impact right. 
Appropriate indicators should be used to measure the impacts on the ground, such as on 
household income, market concentration and migration. The use of an expert opinion 
could help to give greater justification to results.  

5. Conclusions and recommendations: Recommendations may include an emphasis on the 
role of the duty-bearer to do more. The HRIA may find that the trade or investment 

……………………………… 
10 This section draws strongly on the presentation and work of Simon Walker, an independent human rights 
expert who also works at the OHCHR. See Walker, op. cit., for greater detail. 
11 Duty-bearers are usually governments, but other actors also have legal and/or moral obligations with respect to 
human rights, for example the private sector and international organizations. 
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agreement is not the problem but rather government policy, or a combination of the two. 
This finding can then be used for advocacy.  

6. Monitoring and evaluation: Including a step on monitoring and evaluation provides a 
means to promote some form of follow-up to the HRIA, including examination of any 
recommendations that were implemented. The strong emphasis placed on monitoring 
within human rights treaties highlights the importance of including monitoring and 
evaluation within an HRIA methodology. 

The seminar also grappled with the specific challenges of designing methodologies for 
HRIAs of different aspects of trade and investment agreements. Please see Annex 1 for some 
key reflections.  

 

10 Categories of Impact  
of Trade Agreements on Human Rights 

The impact of trade agreements on human rights is the subject of a rich and complex de-
bate. The following categorization, which identifies potentially positive and negative im-
pacts as well as impacts at different levels (legal, policy, process, etc.), may help to struc-
ture analysis in an HRIA.  

1. Trade law complements human rights law: The common philosophical and historical 
roots of trade and human rights law have been noted. Some literature says that trade 
agreements can have a positive impact on the enjoyment of human rights. Trade 
agreements rely on respect for procedural human rights related to the rule of law. 

2. Trade agreements promote the growth and resources necessary for the progressive re-
alization of human rights: Some evidence suggests a generally positive relationship 
between trade openness and growth. However, there is no automatic correlation be-
tween growth, employment and the progressive realization of human rights. 

3. Trade agreements can breach human rights in practice: Although an agreement by it-
self may not breach human rights, in practice it may trigger changes that have a nega-
tive impact. Increased competition could threaten livelihoods of those unable to com-
pete in the open market. Prices for essential goods and services may rise, reducing ac-
cess for those living in poverty. By promoting a market approach to the provision of 
goods and services, agreements may lead to two-tier provision, exacerbating inequality 
and discrimination.  

4. Trade agreements can limit government capacity to promote and protect human 
rights: Agreements can reduce government financial capacity (e.g. by lowering tar-
iffs), reduce policy space to promote and protect rights, and prevent retraction of liber-
alization measures that have proven to work against human rights. 

5. Trade agreements are linked to a race to the bottom: This argument has particularly 
focused on labour standards. Empirical evidence tends to be inconclusive. This might 
be more relevant to test in an ex post assessment. 
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6. Trade agreements limit the use of human rights protection measures directed abroad: 
Most favoured nation treatment may prevent human rights conditionalities. There are 
some exceptions, but no certainty of outcome for trade measures designed to improve 
human rights abroad. 

7. Trade law conflicts with human rights law: Are there normative conflicts between the 
two bodies of law? To find open conflicts between trade and human rights law is the 
exception, but it can be useful to do the analysis. 

8. Trade agreements may limit the enforcement of human rights: This may occur because 
trade agreements have a chilling effect on human rights or might trump human rights 
when it comes to enforcement (the WTO Panel and Appellate Body have teeth 
whereas human rights courts lack enforcement power). 

9. Negotiating process: Has the process had a negative or positive impact on the right to 
take part in the conduct of public affairs? 

10. Trade values threaten human rights values: Trade agreements push a neo-liberal vi-
sion of the world, whereas human rights are based on the notion of solidarity and the 
right to development. There is fear that trade values will trump values of social soli-
darity. There is room for HRIAs to produce evidence to support other models. 

Source: Presentation by Simon Walker, Independent human rights expert. 

8 Implementation: What roles for 
different institutions? 

Seminar participants considered the roles of various institutions. A number of institutions are 
already equipped to either conduct or call for HRIAs. These institutions are important to pro-
vide the necessary capacity and expertise to be able to kick-start the HRIA process. They in-
clude national human rights commissions, parliaments, UN agencies, human rights mecha-
nisms and civil society organizations.  

The UN, for example, can set mandates for ongoing research into the impact of trade and in-
vestment agreements on policy space and the implementation of the right to development. In 
addition, there have been calls for governments to conduct HRIAs, from various bodies in the 
UN including Special Rapporteurs, the OHCHR, the Intergovernmental Working Group on 
Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property, the Working Group on the Right to De-
velopment, and those involved in WHO Health Impact Assessment work and the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs). Success has been limited. The OHCHR, the natural UN home 
for HRIAs, has not been particularly active on the issue and is extremely over-burdened with 
other human rights issues.  

Human rights treaty body mechanisms can request governments to undertake HRIAs. Unfor-
tunately, though, there is no guarantee that states will accept their mandate. The Committee 
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on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, for example, requested that Kenya conduct an 
HRIA but Kenya has still not complied. In fact, the treaty monitoring bodies have made 30 
concluding observations calling for governments to conduct impact assessments of trade, but 
there is no guidance or minimum standards, and no power of enforcement.  

In the case of national parliaments, their position vis-a-vis the executive branch, or in the con-
text of global power relations, is crucial to their capacity to call for or implement HRIAs. For 
example, the relationship between the U.S. president and Congress gives Congress quite a 
strong voice in decision-making. On the other hand, in Ghana, even though the parliament 
took a decision to raise tariffs, the decision was overruled by the government after pressure 
from the International Monetary Fund. In Canada, the parliament has proved to be an impor-
tant avenue for amplifying the demands for HRIAs and for strengthening civil society’s voice 
in trade negotiations.  

CSOs can play many roles in advocating for HRIAs and in their implementation. They can 
launch public campaigns to pressure governments to undertake HRIAs that are transparent, 
independent and inclusive. They can provide the necessary links between local communities 
and other affected stakeholders to help to provide input to an HRIA process. CSO can invoke 
UN human rights mechanisms and can also provide their own expertise to help design the 
appropriate methodology, set of indicators and expert team. Finally, CSOs can play a useful 
follow-up role, contributing to ex post assessments and ongoing monitoring and evaluation of 
the impacts on the ground.  

 
Case study 1: 

Canada-Colombia FTA and the role of national parliaments 

Parliament has played a major role in promoting debate in Canada about the need for 
HRIAs of trade agreements, particularly during the Canada-Colombia FTA negotiations of 
the last three years. Parliamentarians had a significant impact because the government did 
not have majority control.  

Fuelled by citizen and CSO mobilization, an alliance of opposition parties called for an 
independent ex ante HRIA of the Canada-Colombia FTA before ratification of the agree-
ment. CSOs from both Canada and Colombia participated in parliamentary hearings. A 
parliamentary committee travelled to Colombia and provided important exposure of the 
issues. However, the parliamentary alliance eventually broke down. 

As a response to demands for attention to human rights and for an HRIA, a new add-on 
treaty was brokered. The result is that the governments of Canada and Colombia will each 
write an annual human rights report on the effects of the FTA in both countries. This is an 
important recognition of the mutuality of human rights obligations and allows ongoing 
debates about human rights in each country’s parliament. However, there is no detail on 
process, standards, objectives or consequences for the HRIA, and there are no extra budg-
etary resources that can be spent on the report. Many CSOs, parliamentarians, and interna-
tional commentators have criticized the agreement or underscored its weaknesses. 

Source: Presentation by Gauri Sreenivasan, Canadian Council for International Co-operation 
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Case study 2: 
Thai-US Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 

and the role of the National Human Rights Commission 

In 2007, an HRIA was financed and conducted by the Thai National Human Rights Com-
mission (NHRC), covering agriculture, environment, intellectual property, services, in-
vestment and the negotiating process. The independence and credibility of the NHRC was 
an important factor in the success of the HRIA. In addition, strong media coverage and an 
active parliament ensured ongoing public debate about the potential impact of the Thai-US 
FTA. 

The HRIA helped to raise awareness. It opened communications channels between gov-
ernment officials and grassroots organizations. It provided the political space for CSOs to 
raise concerns about free trade and opened space to talk about alternative models for trade. 

The HRIA identified a lack of transparency and public participation. These two findings 
were arguably the most important, because they helped to democratize the treaty-making 
procedures. Meaningful public participation and transparency are now enshrined in the 
new constitution of 2007 for the negotiation of any new treaties. There is improved lan-
guage on social justice: the winners have to share the burden with the losers. This is a rec-
ognition of the impact of liberalization on different sectors. The NHRC can now bring a 
case of human rights violations before the High Court (where before it could only partici-
pate as an observer).  

Thailand now plans to negotiate a bilateral trade agreement with the EU. Parliamentarians 
are already involved, public participation has happened and impact assessments will be 
conducted. The NHRC is also pushing to have HRIAs for the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN).  

Source: Presentation by Jacques-chai Chomtongi, Focus on the Global South and FTA Watch, on behalf of 
the Thailand NHRC. 
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9 Conclusion: Next Steps 
The seminar concluded with a discussion of points of emerging consensus and next steps. Key 
messages from the seminar were reviewed (see section 2 for a summary). A number of possi-
ble next steps were identified. The main ideas for follow-up were as follow. 

1. Prepare a document based on the key messages from this seminar to be presented to ex-
pert human rights mechanisms (Special Rapporteurs and treaty bodies) to enlist their sup-
port and backing.  

2. Organize a meeting of developing country governments to show how HRIAs can be a 
useful tool, and to identify those interested in piloting different HRIA processes. The 
South Centre offered to organize such a meeting. 

3. Start undertaking HRIAs. Interested governments of both developed and developing coun-
tries should be sought to agree to a process. CSOs should also mount their own processes. 
There is interest burgeoning already for assessments of EU and Canadian FTAs. Studies 
should not just focus on impacts in developing countries. 

 

Additional suggestions included: 

4. Prepare papers to explain the differences between key principles of human rights, trade 
and investment, especially when they use the same terminology, such as non-
discrimination.  

5. Compile, into a book, a series of papers linking trade and investment to human rights. 

6. Document past experiences where compensation or safeguards were implemented, which 
could serve as lessons for HRIAs.  

7. Document where past impact assessments had an effect on trade and investment treaties. 
If they have not, explain why this is the case. 

8. Conduct further methodological reflections on HRIAs for services as well as for industrial 
goods. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Summary of Workshop Reflections on HRIA Meth-
odologies for Different Trade Agreement Provisions 

The seminar participants divided up into four groups to consider a series of questions on how 
to design appropriate methodologies for different aspects of trade and investment agreements 
and negotiating processes. 

 

Is there a methodology for the trade negotiating process that could be seen to meet HRIA 
standards? If so, what are the standards and indicators for measuring a ‘good’ negotiating 
process?  

One group looked as a range of possible methodologies for the period of trade negotiations. 
There was consensus on the need for participation, access to information, accountability and 
transparency, whenever governments enter into trade and investment negotiations.  

The negotiations for the Cotonou Agreement between the EU and the African, Caribbean and 
Pacific (ACP) countries, for example, allow CSOs to participate in trade negotiations, and 
entitle them to funding and capacity building. However, in some cases, for example in Kenya, 
CSOs were excluded from the negotiating process.  

The group found that a more comprehensive methodology came from a report by the Working 
Group on the Right to Development, which outlines participatory human rights processes. 
This includes: (1) drawing on human rights instruments to elaborate development strategies; 
and (2) ensuring non-discrimination, access to information, participation and effective reme-
dies. 

Finally, the group examined the experience of Thai CSOs which have outlined an additional 
methodology based on recent changes to the constitution. They argue in favour of a series of 
provisional steps before the government is even allowed to enter into trade negotiations. This 
includes: (1) check the level of involvement of parliaments in the treaty making process; (2) 
conduct impact assessments of possible negotiating texts of trade agreements; and (3) seek 
approval from the public domain and parliament. 

 

What methodology to employ for conducting HRIA of international investment agreements? 

The second group explored different methodologies for conducting human rights impact as-
sessments on investment agreements. When analyzing the actual or potential conflicts be-
tween international investment agreements and human rights treaties, they found that it was 
important to look at the de facto as well as the de jure conflicts. It would also be critical to 
draw an assessment of likely impacts in an ex ante context from existing practice or past ex-
periences of countries with bilateral investment treaties, which would provide a range of po-
tential impacts from en empirical base. For example the group heard a presentation of South 
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Africa’s experience where important human rights policies such as affirmative action meas-
ures defined in the new Constitution have been challenged using investment treaties. 

For countries that find themselves in conflict situations, the group said it was important to 
look at the intersection of human rights, humanitarian and international investment law. This 
would shed light on the implications of providing investors with protections and rights while 
people are being violently displaced from their land. 

Finally, the groups said it was important to map out fundamental conflicts in the system that 
give rise to  negative human rights outcomes. For example the construct of investor-state arbi-
tration, including its non transparent nature, the incentives for investment lawyers and arbitra-
tors to favour corporate interests, and the side stepping of democratic national process. 

 

What are the methodological steps for carrying out ex post HRIAs on agricultural trade and 
the right to food? 

The third group identified five methodological steps for carrying out ex post HRIAs. They 
looked at the example of the impact of agricultural trade on the right to food. The steps in-
clude: 

1. Identify the provisions in trade and investment agreements that might have an impact on 
the enjoyment of the right to food and other human rights in the area of agricultural trade. 
These might involve the reduction of bound and/ or applied tariffs, service liberalisation 
in favour of the expansion of supermarkets or investment liberalisation for example for 
investment in land or other natural resources. 

2. Assess the possible impact of these changes in trade policies at a macro level on produc-
tion, the acreage of cultivated land, the number of people working in agriculture etc. This 
macro-level assessment should draw from empirical experience with past liberalisation in 
the same country or in countries with a similar structure. And it should also include eco-
nomic modelling. 

3. Study the impact on the ground. The group argued in favour of a case-by-case approach, 
which would be participatory and transparent. Appropriate indicators could help to meas-
ure the impact on the ground at the community level, including on household income and 
expenses, food security, health and migration. 

4. Conduct a normative assessment on whether the right to food has been violated in the 
short and long term. 

5. In case the right to food has been impaired or violated, the HRIA should make recom-
mendations for how to remedy the situation. 

 

What are the methodological steps for carrying out HRIAs on the impact of intellectual prop-
erty rights? 

The fourth group looked at intellectual property rights. This is the area where most of the 
work on HRIA methodologies has been undertaken, and where there are already clear results. 
The group identified three methodological steps for carrying out ex post HRIAs on the impact 
of intellectual property rights on the right to health. The steps include: 
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1. Identify the issues or provisions: this could include the impact of patents, data protection 
and trademarks on the right to health and access to medicines; rights of indigenous peo-
ples, traditional knowledge, access to seeds for farmers; and the impact of copyright on 
access to educational materials. 

2. Conduct an economic modeling exercise: for example on prices of medicines, before, after 
5 and 10 years of the agreement coming into force. The group also emphasized the need to 
look at the disaggregated impact on essential and non-essential medicines. 

3. Analyse the impact on human rights: the group found that this step could account for 
things not considered by the economic modeling, for example, whether medicines are 
available, the level of domestic production, the decreased availability of generic medi-
cines, and the reliance on exports.  

 

For more information on results of HRIAs on intellectual property rights, please see ‘Assess-
ment of CAFTA: The Impact of Intellectual Property Protection on the Right to Health and 
Related Rights in Costa Rica’ contained in Walker, op cit. 
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Annex 2: Seminar Background Paper. Harrison, James (2010). Human Rights 
Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements: Reflections on Practice and Principles for Future Assessments. 

 

 

Human Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements: 
Reflections on Practice and 

Principles for Future Assessments  
 

A Background Paper for the Expert Seminar on Human Rights Impact Assessments 
of Trade and Investment Agreements, June 23-24, 2010 Genevai 

 

Dr James Harrison, Associate Professor, University of Warwick 

 

 

I. Introduction 

This background paper provides an overview of existing practice related to conducting human rights 
impact assessments (HRIAs) of trade agreements and addresses key methodological issues in conduct-
ing future assessments. It draws extensively upon a previous paper produced for the Canadian Council 
for International Co-operation (CCIC), work for the Scottish Human Rights Commission on HRIAs, 
as well as other work by this author.1 

It is structured in the following way: 

• Section II defines what an impact assessment is  

• Section III defines what an HRIA is and provides an overview of existing practice  

• Section IV sets out details of previous HRIAs and ‘social’ impact assessments of trade agree-
ments. 

• Section V describes key lessons for undertaking future HRIAs of trade agreements 

• Section VI sets out eight key steps that should be integral to any HRIA conducted of a trade 
agreement. 

• Section VII reflects upon the benefits and potential dangers of undertaking HRIAs of trade agree-
ments 

• Section VIII provides some concluding thoughts  

Hyperlinks in blue throughout the paper link to other sections of the document and key external texts 
and websites. 

……………………………… 
i I am very grateful to comments on an earlier draft by Thomas Braunschweig, Gauri Sreenivasan and Simon 
Walker. 
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II. What is Impact Assessment? 

Impact assessment is an increasingly widely-adopted tool for evaluating the effects of policies, prac-
tices, programmes and regulatory interventions across a wide range of different fields.2 

Impact assessments are now conducted by a variety of different actors including national and local 
governments, non-government organizations, businesses and inter-governmental organisations. The 
International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) promotes the practice of impact assessment 
and collects many resources on the issues. 

Internationally there are a huge range of types of impact assessment. At its 2006 International Confer-
ence, the IAIA listed over 50 different ‘topical streams’.3 These include environmental, social and 
economic impact assessment, poverty and social impact analysis, health impact assessment and regu-
latory impact assessment.  

III. What is Human Rights Impact Assessment? 

HRIAs are also increasingly utilised to assess the impact of policies, programmes, projects, legislation 
and other interventions on human rights. Just as policymakers consider environmental, social or eco-
nomic impacts by conducting impact assessments to explore those issues, HRIAs aim to make policy-
makers take into account the human rights impact of laws, policies, programmes etc. Before being 
recognised as a separate form of assessment, human rights impact assessment was considered as part 
of social impact assessment, but more recently a number of actors have begun to utilise it independ-
ently. HRIAs have been used to examine, inter alia:  

• The impact of development programmes on beneficiary countries (e.g. see NORAD handbook).  

• The human rights impact of multinational companies (see Aim for Human Rights’ Guide for an 
overview of instruments).  

• The extent to which human rights non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have achieved their 
policy aims and objectives (e.g. see evaluation of nine Dutch NGOs). 

• The human rights impact of foreign investment projects (See Rights and Democracy studies) 

• Health and Human Rights Impact Assessment (e.g. see Aim for Human Rights’ Health Rights of 
Women Impact Assessment Instrument). 

• The impact of government policy and legislation on the rights of children (e.g. see UNICEF’s 
Child Rights Impact Assessment in Bosnia). 

• Analysis of the government budgets including on health, food and education (e.g. see FAO’s 
guide to right to food budget analysis).  

The Human Rights Impact Resource Centre provides details of many of these assessments, as well as a 
range of toolkits and methodological guidance on how HRIAs might be carried out.  

There is no single existing blueprint for undertaking HRIAs. This type of assessment is a policy 
mechanism that is in its infancy. It has been undertaken for less than a decade. There is no universally 
accepted definition of what an HRIA is, and no generally accepted framework for how they should be 
carried out has been developed (in contrast with e.g. environmental impact assessment).4 There will 
also always be variation in practice depending on: 

• The range of subjects assessed – both the particular issues involved (e.g. health, education, etc.) 
and the type of subjects analysed (a project, a policy, a piece of legislation, a budget etc.) 
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• The different actors involved in carrying out the assessment (governments, businesses, civil soci-
ety actors) 

• When the assessment takes place – before or after the policy or practice comes into force (ex 
ante/ex post assessments) 

• The quality and complexity of the analysis undertaken 

• The time, resources and quality of data available 

An HRIA of a Trade Agreement seeks to assess how the legal obligations of that agreement will affect 
(negatively and positively) the human rights of people in the States concerned. It will therefore be very 
different from an HRIA that assesses the impacts of a particular project or programme of activities 
(e.g. a development co-operation programme, the construction of a pipeline) or those that assess the 
impact of an organisation (e.g. multinational companies, NGOs). 

HRIAs of trade agreements should be based on an explicit evaluation of the impact of trade law obli-
gations on relevant, codified human rights obligations that apply to the actors (States and inter-
governmental organisations) in question.5 The focus on international trade law obligations and their 
impact at the national level means that a specific methodological approach must be developed, particu-
larly in relation to complex issues of causation (e.g. how might we demonstrate whether agricultural 
liberalisation commitments have caused human rights violations among semi-subsistence farmers?).  

We therefore need to primarily focus on the specific experience of undertaking HRIAs of trade agree-
ments in order to understand what are the key characteristics of the HRIA process in that context (see 
next section). However we will also draw on some lessons from other HRIA processes where they are 
valuable.  

IV. Existing Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements 

There have been three major examples of HRIAs of trade agreements that provide some potential les-
sons for how future HRIAs should be carried out. In addition, there are a much greater number of im-
pact assessments of trade agreements that conduct some form of ‘social’ impact assessment of the 
trade agreement in question. The approach taken by these ‘social impact assessments’ (SIAs) is also 
relevant, in that they cover many of the same issues that HRIAs cover (e.g. how will the ‘health’ of the 
population be affected by intellectual property provisions that restrict access to generic medicines?). 
They do however use a very different normative framework (see section V). Details of the key as-
sessments are set out below: 

1. Human Rights Impact Assessments  
• Thailand Human Rights Commission – In 2006, the Thailand National Human Rights Commis-

sion (TNHRC) produced a draft report of what was widely reported as the first HRIA of an inter-
national trade agreement. TNHRC considered the human rights implications of the free trade 
agreement that Thailand was negotiating with the US before the military coup in Thailand stalled 
those talks. The draft report covers four substantive areas – agriculture, environment, intellectual 
property, and services and investment – as well as the process of negotiation and the apparent lack 
of public participation and dissemination of information in this process. It is an ex ante assess-
ment, in that it assesses the potential future impact of the Thailand-US bilateral trade agreement.  

• A number of HRIAs have been produced by FIAN (FoodFirst Information and Action Network) in 
collaboration with a number of other civil society organisations. They all analyse the human rights 
impact of trade liberalisation on the right to food of agricultural producers in a range of different 
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countries. These studies utilise the same basic methodological approach – they combine macro-
level analysis of domestic food production, foreign importation and related state polices (of both 
domestic and external state actors) with micro-analysis at the community level. Human rights 
analysis combines the findings on the macro- and micro-level and evaluates them from the per-
spective of the right to food. Studies so far conducted are:  

o Paasch, Garbers and Hirsch, Trade Policies and Hunger: The Impact of Trade Liberalisation 
on the right to food of farming communities in Ghana, Honduras and Indonesia (2007). It con-
siders the impact of trade liberalisation due to trade conditionality in IMF structural adjust-
ment programmes on the right to food of rice farming communities in Ghana, Honduras and 
Indonesia. It is an ex post assessment, in that it assesses past impacts of trade liberalisation in 
each of these countries.  

o Right to Food of Tomato and Poultry Farmers, Ghana (2007). It analyses the effects of the 
European agricultural and trade policy and trade conditionality in IMF structural adjustment 
programmes on small producers of tomatoes and chicken breeders in Ghana. It is primarily an 
ex post study, but also predicts future impacts as a result of further liberalisation.  

o Right to Food of Milk and Honey Farmers, Zambia (2008). It focuses upon the future potential 
human rights impact (ex ante study) of EU Economic Partnership Agreements on dairy and 
honey farmers in Zambia.  

o The Right to Food of Milk and Maize Farmers in Uganda (2009). It investigates the past and 
potential future impact of agricultural trade policies of the EU on the right to food of small-
holder farmers in Uganda, focussing on two products: milk and maize. 

• Simon Walker, ‘Assessment of CAFTA: The Impact of Intellectual Property Protection on the 
Right to Health and Related Rights in Costa Rica’ contained in the book ’The Future of Human 
Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements’ (Intersenta 2009). It considers the impact of the 
intellectual property provisions of the Central American Free Trade Agreement on the right to 
health in Costa Rica. It is an ex ante assessment which utilises economic modelling, causal-chain 
analysis and expert judgment to assess impact on the right to health. The book provides the most 
detailed methodological guidance on conducting HRIAs of trade agreements that has been pro-
duced. 

• Government HRIAs – There are no examples of governments/inter-governmental bodies undertak-
ing HRIAs of trade agreements (there are plenty of social ones, see below). Canada has recently 
implemented a new human rights reporting mechanism in its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with 
Colombia which was originally described as an HRIA but appears to have few of the features that 
are core to the HRIA process described below.  

2. Social Impact Assessments 
• EU Sustainability Impact Assessments – The EU systematically conducts economic, social and 

environmental impact assessments of all major multilateral and bilateral trade negotiations. These 
are known as Sustainability Impact Assessments. Social impacts are measured separately accord-
ing to social ‘indicators’ and impacts are assessed as of greater/lesser/no significance.  

• The United Nations Environment Programme – UNEP has over thirty years of experience of con-
ducting environmental impact assessments of trade agreements. Over the last decade it has also 
developed an impact assessment methodology that incorporates integrated environmental, social 
and economic assessment. 

• Other ‘social’ impact assessments of trade agreements have tended to be conducted on an ad hoc 
basis by a range of different actors - national governments, NGOs, intergovernmental organisa-
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tions or academic institutions. The greatest number of these impact assessments have been con-
ducted in Central and South American countries. Others have been undertaken in Australasia, the 
Pacific region and Africa. Altogether, extensive research of existing impact assessments of trade 
agreements identified over 30 assessments (up until 2007) that contained some kind of social im-
pact analysis. A catalogue of the assessments was produced for University of Nottingham Human 
Rights Law Centre.  

V. Key lessons in undertaking future HRIAs of trade agreements 

On the basis of extensive analysis of the above assessments, which has been undertaken by this author 
and others elsewhere,6 there are clear lessons to learn for conducting future HRIAs of trade agree-
ments.  

1. Added value of HRIAs over social impact assessment 
There are a number of interconnected reasons for undertaking HRIAs of trade agreements as opposed 
to social impact assessments:7 

• In HRIAs, the impact of trade agreements can be measured according to legal obligations en-
trenched in international legal instruments rather than partial and sometimes seemingly arbitrary 
‘social’ principles (e.g. core EU ‘themes’ like poverty, health and education and equity). 

• The human rights principles of interdependence and inter-relatedness help us to turn our minds to 
multiple impacts (e.g. on health, education and housing together) rather than focus on one or two 
predetermined impacts.  

• HRIAs should put pressure on duty-bearers’ to act to protect the rights of ‘rights-holders’ and 
provide justifications for their policies in human rights terms.8  

• HRIAs should engage international and national human rights actors (e.g. UN Actors, NHRIs 
etc.). 

• HRIAs emphasise the importance of transparency, participation and empowerment, both in the 
process of conducting the impact assessment and in the negotiation and implementation of the 
trade agreement itself.9 (However, we need to make sure that the rhetoric is reflected in the real-
ity). 

• Many existing social impact assessments of trade agreements under-explore or marginalize the 
impact of trade agreements on the most vulnerable and disadvantaged persons and particular 
groups who might suffer (or benefit) as a result (e.g. women, ethnic minorities). A human rights-
based approach to international trade “shifts the perspective from aggregate values – from the 
benefits of trade for the country as a whole – to the impacts of trade on the most vulnerable and … 
insecure”10. 

2. A technical not an ideological process 
An HRIA is not suited to engagement in an ideological discussion about the purposes of, or overall 
justifications of the neo-liberal trade agenda. Nor is it an appropriate tool for passing judgment on 
whether a country should be eligible for a trade agreement. It should be utilised as the basis for an 
empirical study of the actual or potential human rights impacts of the trade agreement itself, based on 
the normative framework of human rights.  
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But a number of existing impact assessments are clearly very much ideologically opposed to the 
agreement being evaluated, and make strong statements about negative impacts that are not directly 
linked to any evidence presented. On the other hand, the EU assessments have been widely accused of 
taking an excessively pro-liberalisation stance. Measuring the human rights or broader social impact 
of any trade agreement is a complex process and must be based on some form of empirical analysis. 
Unsubstantiated ideological opposition/support for the agreement in question is likely to undermine its 
perceived objectivity and therefore value. 

3. Different approaches required for assessing different types of provisions. 
HRIAs may assess a number of different types of provisions of trade agreements:  

• provisions of FTAs that directly aim at the protection and promotion of human rights, in particular 
provisions protecting labour rights.  

• provisions of FTAs that have an indirect human rights impact (e.g. agricultural liberalization pro-
visions, intellectual property provisions, investment provisions etc.).  

• the process of negotiating a trade agreement and the extent to which it has promoted transparency 
and participation in accordance with key human rights principles.  

As highlighted in Section IV and in Appendix 1 there are a number of existing resources which assist 
in the development of future HRIA methodologies. The main focus of work so far has been on liber-
alisation of trade (in particular agriculture) and intellectual property provisions. There is also some 
limited guidance on assessing negotiating processes.11 But a great deal more work is needed in order 
to understand how the legal standards on transparency and participation contained in key human rights 
instruments translate to obligations that need to be taken into account in the negotiation of trade 
agreements.12 

There are no existing resources (which this author is aware of) which consider how a human rights 
impact assessment of investment provisions or labour standards might be undertaken. Appendix 2 
therefore provides a very brief outline for how an HRIA of investment provisions or labour standards 
might be undertaken from a study of how an HRIA of the Canada-Colombia FTA might be conducted. 
A great deal more work will be required to develop methodological frameworks for these fields. 

4. The Timing of the Assessment 
HRIAs can take the form of both ex ante assessments (undertaken before or during the negotiation of 
trade agreement, or prior to implementation), and ex post assessments (undertaken on a trade agree-
ment after a period of implementation). Ex ante assessments present more complex methodological 
challenges. In ex post assessments, it is possible to consider evidence of the actual impact of the trade 
agreement that is in force, and attempt to measure actual impacts on the population in question. In an 
ex ante assessment, this is not possible because the impacts have not yet happened. Therefore we need 
to find mechanisms for measuring potential impacts of the agreement.  

Ideally, HRIAs should be cyclical with ongoing monitoring and review of impacts. Little evidence 
was found of cyclical assessments being undertaken in practice.  

5. Complexity versus Simplicity 
There is always a trade-off between the optimal methodology for the HRIA and a methodology that is 
achievable and produces a timely output. In the former we would want to e.g. develop a wide range of 
human rights indicators/questions, conduct a range of original case studies, specifically commission 
economic analysis of the FTA, conduct extensive and long term consultations with potentially affected 
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communities etc. In the latter scenario we may want to rely on less detailed analysis, more limited 
consultations and case studies and existing economic analysis so far as it is available. The problems 
inherent in this trade-off are found in many discussion of HRIAs.13 Much will depend on the time, 
resources, expertise available to the assessment team and they way impacts are reported.  

It is also relevant to think here about the actors undertaking the assessment – do we require a more 
robust and constrained methodology for governments than we do for civil society HRIAs? In any 
event there may be benefits in having minimum standards for the conduct of HRIAs so that any single 
HRIA benefits from the credibility of the nomenclature.  

6. Who undertakes the assessment 
There are difficulties in creating robust frameworks that are able to gather reliable information about 
human rights impacts on particularly vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, and demonstrate whether 
or not these are caused by trade agreements. Some of the SIAs analysed reflected the difficulties in-
herent in this analysis. Those dominated by economists tended to concentrate on the economic impacts 
of the agreement and social impacts were often marginalised. Those without sufficient trade or eco-
nomic expertise tended to under-explore the complex issues of causality and predicting future conse-
quences inherent in a trade agreement of this type.  

The creation of appropriate methodologies will require interdisciplinary teams of persons with com-
plimentary knowledge and skills including human rights and trade law and economics expertise cou-
pled with social science expertise particularly in participatory methodologies.14 The overall structure 
of the assessment team will also depend on resources. Issues of independence, oversight and strict 
methodological frameworks are going to be particularly relevant where the HRIA is undertaken by a 
government. The recent experience of negotiating an ‘HRIA’ process in the Canada-Colombia FTA 
speaks to the difficulties that can be encountered.  

VI. Key Steps in Undertaking an HRIA of a Trade Agreement 

Although there is no single methodology for HRIAs, most have some key features in common. On the 
basis of analysis of existing HRIAs of trade agreements and impact assessments in other fields, eight 
key steps have been identified that should be included in any HRIA. These steps will inevitably re-
quire some adaption depending on timing, organisation, substance of assessment and resources. It is 
also recommended that people planning an ex ante HRIA look at the methodology by Simon Walker, 
for a much more detailed exploration of many of the same steps.15  

There will in practice be some overlap between steps (in particular the consultation ‘step’ will be 
likely to start at the screening or scoping stage)) and some steps will not always be explicit. But each 
of the stages are set out individually and in turn below for ease of reference:  
1. Screening 
2. Scoping 
3. Evidence gathering  
4. Consultation/Participation  
5. Analysis  
6. Conclusions and Recommendations  
7. Publication/Reporting  
8. Monitoring and review  
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1. Screening  
'Screening' is the process of deciding whether a particular policy is suitable for a full impact assess-
ment, and screening out policies where an HRIA is not considered appropriate or necessary. A trade 
agreement contains a vast array of provisions that are potentially subject to an HRIA (e.g. trade in 
goods, trade in services, investment, intellectual property etc.).  

Attempting to measure the overall human rights impact of an agreement is a monumentally complex 
task, particularly given the potential for long, intermediate and short term impacts. Attempts to meas-
ure overall ‘social’ impact across an entire trade agreement have tended to become superficial exer-
cises. There are worries about the Canada-Colombia human rights reporting process for exactly this 
reason. 

The screening process therefore identifies the key human rights issues that are subject to further analy-
sis in the full assessment study. There is no recognised methodological framework for carrying out 
such a screening study. But some preliminary information gathering and analysis will probably be 
required in order to justify the screening decision – about the country itself, the trade agreement in 
question, and why the proposed sector/issue is worthy of a full assessment.16  

Where governments are undertaking assessments, it is vitally important that there is a transparent 
process for deciding which elements of the trade agreement are to be subject to a full assessment. 
Where a civil society organisation is undertaking an HRIA of a trade agreement, they will often have a 
pre-determined area of interest (e.g. the impact of investment provisions). But decisions should still be 
justified through e.g. use of existing studies, expert analysis, causal chain analysis etc.17  

2. Scoping 
‘Scoping’ is the information that is gathered and questions that are asked once the decision to under-
take a full HRIA has been made. This stage is termed ‘planning’ or ‘mapping’ in some HRIA method-
ologies.  

In the trade context, questions will include 

• What are the relevant trade measures and how do they operate? For example in relation to intellec-
tual property and access to medicines we will need to know about e.g. patent terms, compulsory 
licensing arrangements etc.  

• What are the human rights obligations of relevant actors (i.e. States who are parties to the agree-
ment and relevant inter-governmental organisations)? This will include both national and interna-
tional human rights obligations.  

• What is the baseline situation in the country (i.e. prior to the trade agreement) with regard to the 
issue in question? E.g. what is the existing regime for provision of essential medicines, what are 
the existing patent laws etc?  

• What are the potential mechanisms for dealing with any adverse impacts identified? (e.g. in-
creased government support, tariff rises in products, human rights clauses in investment arbitration 
provisions etc.).  

• What potential human rights impacts is the measure in question likely to introduce? This should 
include consideration of positive as well as negative impacts. E.g. how will/have reduced tariffs 
on agricultural products impact (ed) upon urban poor as well as rural farmers?  

• What are the indicators or questions by which a judgment will be made about the human rights 
impact of the measure in question?  
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3. Evidence Gathering  
Without gathering evidence about the (potential) impacts of a policy, the conclusions of the decision-
maker are likely to reflect simply their own knowledge, experience and prejudices. This is not to say 
that evidence will provide us with certain knowledge about a policy’s human rights impacts. ‘… ques-
tions of time, causation and spuriousness affect any assessment’s ability to draw inferences about the 
true impact of a set of activities.’18 But it should give us a more informed basis on which to make our 
decisions.  

The evidence required and the methods for collecting it will depend on the type of assessment being 
undertaken. For instance, in an ex post assessment there will be evidence of what has occurred as a 
result of the trade agreement coming into force, whereas in an ex ante assessment we will not have the 
same information available about future impacts. However it is still possible to predict changes based 
on comparable situations elsewhere and from estimating likely responses to policy changes by effected 
individuals.19 

Whether an HRIA is ex post or ex ante, a combination of research sources will be required. Most ad-
vanced HRIA methodologies suggest a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods:  

Quantitative Research – This is the collection of numerical data about a situation. It will be primarily 
economic analysis of the trade agreement in question, and will be particularly important to demon-
strate the overall impact of a particular trade measure (e.g. increase in rice imports entering the coun-
try as a result of liberalization). Quantitative research methods might include: 

• Economic studies of the impact of existing trade policies 

• Economic modeling of the potential future impact of trade policies 

• Questionnaires which ask for responses that can be subjected to statistical analysis 

Qualitative Research – Simply put, this is research which does not give you a hard number, but rather 
gives you a narrative about people’s experiences. The consultation stage of the assessment can provide 
qualitative research but there may also be pre-existing qualitative data from earlier research. Qualita-
tive research might include  

• focus groups  

• interviews with key rights-holders 

• interviews with experts on the subject of the policy and on the rights issues  

• case studies of particular groups and individuals 

• questionnaires which ask for narrative responses  

• other reports or academic articles 

HRIAs of trade agreements will need to combine these two types of research (quantitative and qualita-
tive) in order to analyse what the human rights of a policy is on particular people. This is because:  

• Qualitative research can give a human face to what might otherwise be an abstract set of numbers 
and show how real people’s lives have been or could be affected by a policy. But over-reliance on 
qualitative research faces the accusation of being subjective and partial (it depends on who is in 
the room).  

• Quantitative data can show how many people actually experience certain outcomes and how great 
the impact is. Quantitative data can also be disaggregated (by for example race or gender) more 
reliably because of the potentially larger numbers in the data set. This can help expose differential 
impact of a policy on particular groups. But over reliance on quantitative methods can marginalise 
consultation and also leads to ‘the erroneous impression of precision and confidence in predic-
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tions’.20 It may also disguise impacts on particular people in a particular place where the figures 
are not sufficiently precise (e.g. a national survey will not give you accurate figures for a particu-
lar community).  

Decisions on appropriate methodologies will depend on the nature of the trade provisions being ana-
lysed (e.g. investment/labour provisions). Existing assessments have utilised various forms of eco-
nomic analysis, causal chain analysis, expert study and analysis, participatory case studies, question-
naires, focus groups, interviews and observations.  

Many SIAs tend to concentrate on detailed economic analysis with little attempt at the more complex 
social/human rights analysis. Studies and analysis of the EU SIAs and the South American impact 
assessments in particular, have been critical of their methodologies.21 Most have utilised traditional 
economic models to assess social impacts and this has been found to have its limitations. There is 
often insufficient data to do economic ‘modelling studies’ to predict future outcomes with respect to 
social impact, and effects are so complex that it is difficult to predict outcomes with any certainty.  

Consideration of a diverse range of mechanisms for measuring impacts is therefore required. Those 
impact assessments that have been most successful in terms of identifying severe social impacts on 
specific people have tended to employ case studies of affected populations (e.g. FIAN studies, certain 
EU studies). Outside the field of trade, one of the most advanced mixed quantitative/qualitative meth-
odologies for conducting an ex ante HRIA is UNICEF’s Child Rights Impact Assessment of Potential 
Electricity Rises in Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

But it must be remembered that even an optimised impact assessment methodology will fall short of 
hard science where definitive answers can be provided based on incontrovertible ‘evidence’. In par-
ticular, there are two inherent problems of impact assessments more generally: attribution gaps due to 
the problems of proving cause and effect in a complex chain of activities and – in the case of ex-ante 
assessments – the hard-to-predict future consequences of provisions that have not yet been imple-
mented. 

4. Consultation and Participation 
By consultation we mean the provision and seeking of advice and information, in relation to the 
HRIA, whereas by participation we mean that people actually playing an active part in generating 
ideas as well as the decision-making process. I was unable to find any existing standards for what con-
stitutes minimum reasonable standards of consultation and participation in an HRIA. I only found 
examples of better and worse practice.  

So, the Paasch, Garbers and Hirsch Study utilized extensive interviews with affected populations in 
order to ascertain if price fluctuations in rice as a result of imports had led to human rights violations 
on the ground. Interviews were conducted with affected individuals and groups and the results were 
the basis of much of the human rights analysis in the final report. Participatory methodologies of other 
assessments have been more widely criticised. NGOs and other commentators have been very critical 
of the participatory mechanisms utilised in many of the EU SIAs of trade agreements; the way rele-
vant actors, particularly in third countries, are informed about the SIA, consulted as to their views, and 
those views taken into account in the ongoing conduct of the SIA.  

The majority of guidance on consultation processes simply stresses the importance of consultation and 
participation from a human rights perspective and argues that HRIAs should include effective consul-
tation with the full range of potential rights-holders.22 The empowerment aspect of consultation is also 
stressed – that the process of bringing together (potentially) affected persons is itself a valuable end in 
itself.23 But beyond this, a great deal more work needs to be done to develop guidance and good prac-
tice principles that are relevant to people conducting HRIAs of trade agreements in particular contexts. 
Do we want minimum standards about what is appropriate? To what extent should these standards 
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recognize that the degree of consultation and participation that is possible will depend on the time and 
resources that are available to the HRIA?  

5. Analysis  
This is the stage of the process where a decision is taken over what the human rights impact is. HRIAs 
must be based on an explicit evaluation of the impact of trade law obligations on relevant, codified 
human rights obligations that apply to the State in question. Otherwise there is a danger that human 
rights become merely ‘window-dressing’ for the assessment. Relevant obligations should have been 
utilised throughout the assessment to shape evidence gathering and consultation. Now they will be 
utilised to analyse what the human rights impact is.  

But it is often difficult to translate the human rights obligations contained in international and national 
laws into analytical tools that can be utilised to measure impacts of trade agreements. Guidance from 
expert bodies, such as the General Comments of the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural 
Rights, should be utilised to ‘flesh out’ the content of obligations.  

Beyond this, most HRIA toolkits and methodological frameworks talk of developing a series of ‘indi-
cators’ which should then be developed to measure the impact. There has been much work interna-
tionally to put together indicators which can be utilised to determine whether a right has been violated. 
However, despite much talk about using these indicators in impact assessment, there is little evidence 
of their active use in existing assessments.  

This may be because work on indicators is all relatively recent and only in relation to certain rights.24 
But it is also because importing lists of indicators of particular rights wholesale into an impact assess-
ment process is likely to be overwhelming for decision-makers and also lack the contextual specificity 
necessary for this kind of exercise.25 In HRIAs that do use indicators as tools of analysis, smaller lists 
of very context-specific questions are generally created. The questions are used in order to test the 
particular human rights issues which are the subject of the assessment.26 Careful thought is therefore 
required to assess the extent to which indicators are utilized in future HRIAs.  

An important part of this analysis stage will also be to test the hypothesis that trade agreements have 
caused/will cause problems or benefits from a human rights perspective against other possible 
causes.27 Where there is strong evidence of human rights violations/improvements occurring, a num-
ber of alternative causes may be still possible for their occurrence, (e.g. domestic government policies 
and practices) and these need to be explored in any HRIA. Conclusions may also point to the interac-
tion of various elements leading to violations/benefits. 

6. Conclusions and Recommendation 
The formulation of policy-orientated conclusions and recommendations is central to conducting an 
HRIA.28 Many of the SIAs/HRIAs analysed included no detailed recommendations for the action re-
quired to deal with any negative impacts. Other SIAs (in particular EU SIAs) focused almost exclu-
sively upon ‘mitigation’ measures (i.e. dealing with negative impacts after the relevant agreement 
came into force), rather than amendments to the relevant agreement to prevent negative impacts, or 
recommendations that the agreement should not come into force as currently constituted. Other rec-
ommendations were insufficiently precise or did not state who needed to take action in order to ensure 
that the change occurred.  

There are four types of conclusions that can be reached: 

1. Positive or at least no negative impact found 
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2. Change the trade measure in question (e.g. bring in safeguard measures, exception clauses, phase-
in periods etc.) 

3. Bring in additional measures to mitigate the impact (e.g. funds to assist in transition to other types 
of production, retraining of workers, increase tariffs etc.) 

4. Negative impact found, but no action taken29  

5. Abandon the measures in question or the whole agreement.30  

The HRIA needs to specify the actors required to take action in relation to each recommendation.  

7. Publication/Reporting  
A report should be produced cataloguing the HRIA process. Publishing that report is vital to the im-
pact assessment process. It ensures that the body responsible can be held to account by rights-holders 
and other interested actors. Impact assessments should provide a transparent audit trail ‘for others who 
want to question the methods or results or redo the analysis with different assumptions”.31 

8. Monitoring and Review 
A human rights impact assessment should not be a one-off policy but an ongoing and dynamic proc-
ess.32 This means that at the end of any assessment process a procedure should be put in place for how 
and when impacts should be assessed again in the future.  

The HRIA team should identify a monitoring and review process to make sure that:  

• Recommendations are implemented.  

• Impacts of the policy are reviewed over time to see whether predicted impacts have occurred or 
other unexpected impacts have arisen.  

• Indicators are developed to measure future impacts.  

VII. Benefits and Potential Dangers of Undertaking HRIAs 

Having set out the methodological guidance above, it is important to take a step back and think about 
what HRIAs can achieve in paractice. There are both benefits and potential dangers of conducting 
HRIAs of trade agreements. These should be considered in making a determination of whether an 
HRIA should be carried out in any particular context:33 Some of the advantages of HRIAs of trade 
agreements, as opposed to social impact assessments have been discussed above including the power 
and universality of the legal obligations of human rights, its empowerment function, the engagement 
of human rights actors and the human rights focus on the most vulnerable and disadvantaged.  

In addition we might add that HRIAs have the potential to enhance the engagement of human rights 
discourse in the trade sphere. It is an important critique of existing human rights approaches to interna-
tional trade law that at the stage of actual policy formulation and evaluation ‘human rights language 
recedes into the background’ and that policy proposals often do not seem ‘to be derived from human 
rights obligations in any direct way.34 HRIAs allow human rights to be utilized to critique specific 
trade measures and formulate concrete alternatives.  

HRIAs also enables human rights to be ‘mainstreamed’ within policymaking.35 This has the potential 
to affect both institutional cultures and individual decision-making more widely in organisations. Par-
ticularly where HRIAs are conducted by governments, there is the potential for real change to be im-
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plemented and for the attitudes of policymakers themselves to be changed so that they start to take into 
account human rights issues regularly in their decision-making processes.  

But there are also potential dangers and disadvantages of conducting HRIAs:  

• Proper human rights impact assessment, particularly in the trade context, is a complex process. 
For example, there is a danger that impact assessment will concentrate on short term impacts that 
are easily quantifiable rather than long term effects or impacts that are not easily anticipated.36 
HRIAs (like all forms of impact assessment) therefore need to make sure that they do not perpe-
trate a ‘dumbing down’ process on human rights fulfilment and on policy-making generally.  

• There is a danger that the legal obligations of human rights can be seen in a vacuum. Therefore 
consideration of the broader social and environmental impacts of policies may be marginalised or 
overlooked entirely. The focus of the human rights approach upon ‘violations’ may also lead to 
assessments disregarding or marginalizing positive impacts (This may be an argument in favour of 
integrated assessments or at the very least a need to build in structured consideration of positive 
impacts). 

• Particularly where HRIAs are conducted by governments, they can become simply a bureaucratic 
process that ‘may come to value technique over substance’. Even activists and campaigners can 
lose touch with the underlying values that make the human rights critique important.  

• Decision-makers (who will often be trade specialists) can co-opt the HRIA process and then util-
ize it to justify decisions, safer in the knowledge that they have ‘taken into account’ legitimising 
human rights values.37  

• HRIAs can become a mechanism for stopping further debate on an issue (‘we have already con-
sidered the human rights implications of this when carrying out the impact assessment, there is no 
need to consider the human rights issues further/in the future).38  

VIII. Concluding Thoughts 

A decision to undertake an HRIA is in the end a political decision concerning the purchase it is likely 
to have in challenging orthodoxies and creating fairer models of trade that make peoples’ lives get 
better.  

An HRIA is highly unlikely to ever be able to provide entirely ‘objective’ and undeniable ‘truths’ 
about the impacts of an FTA. Both the methodology and conclusions are likely to be highly contested 
by those who doubt the relevance of human rights to trade debates.  

But HRIAs can ensure that key actors at the national and international level confront a range of con-
crete issues that would not normally be part of the mainstream trade agenda, such as the degree of 
impact of trade obligations on poor producers in terms of their access to food, land, livelihood, educa-
tion, healthcare and housing etc.  

For HRIAs of trade agreements to maximise their effectiveness, they need to engage those audiences 
beyond the human rights community who have power with regard to trade policy. This is why they 
need to demonstrate  

• A lack of pre-existing bias about what the impact of a trade agreement will be  

• Coherent methodological frameworks  

• Persuasive analysis  

• Clear and directed recommendations 
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The history of human rights impact assessment up to this point in time has been of calls for HRIAs to 
be undertaken and pioneers undertaking them. It is now time to ‘professionalise’ and to develop a set 
of principles for conducting HRIAs so that their effectiveness can be maximised and methodologies 
cannot be undermined by actors seeking legitimacy simply by utilising the term ‘human rights impact 
assessment’. 

Appendix 1 – Key Resources 

Human Rights Impact Assessments 
FIAN et al studies available at - http://www.fian.org/programs-and-campaigns/projects/agricultural-
trade-and-the-right-to-food  

Simon Walker, ‘Assessment of CAFTA: The Impact of Intellectual Property Protection on the Right to 
Health and Related Rights in Costa Rica’, in ‘the Future of Human Rights Impact Assessments of 
Trade Agreements’ (Intersentia, 2009).  

Thailand National Human Rights Commission (Subcommittees), Draft Report on Results of Examina-
tion of Human Rights Violations (2006), electronic copy on file with this author  

Useful Websites 
Human Rights Impact Resource Centre - http://www.humanrightsimpact.org/ - containing HRIAs in a 
range of different fields and extensive methodological guidance 

The University of Nottingham Human Rights Law Centre Trade Impact Assessment database - 
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/law/hrlc/business-trade/Final_Database.xls - containing a wide range of 
‘social’ impact assessments of trade agreements  

Exploring HRIA Methodological Issues 
3D, ‘Human rights impact assessments: A pertinent tool for informing and improving trade govern-
ance?’ http://www.3dthree.org/pdf_3D/3D_WTOPF2009_panelHRIAsummary.pdf  

3D, Insights on Human Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Policies and Agreements, 
http://www.3dthree.org/pdf_3D/HRIAsbackgroundinformation.pdf  

Olivier De Schutter, ‘A Human Rights Approach to Trade and Investment Policies’ in Murphy and 
Pasch (eds.) The Global Food Challenge: Towards a Human Rights Approach to Global Food Policies 
(2009) 14-29 

James Harrison, Alessa Goller 'Trade and Human Rights: What Does 'Impact Assessment' Have to 
Offer?' (2008) Human Rights Law Review 8 (4) 

James Harrison – Conducting A Human Rights Impact Assessment of the Canada-Colombia Free 
Trade Agreement: Key Issues.', (2009) 1 - 17, A Background Paper for the CCIC Americas Policy 
Group available at http://www.ccic.ca/_files/en/what_we_do/003_apg_2009-
02_hr_assess_of_cfta.pdf. 

Armin Paasch ‘World Agricultural Trade and Human Rights – Case studies on violations of the right 
to food of small farmers’ in Murphy and Pasch (eds.) The Global Food Challenge: Towards a Human 
Rights Approach to Global Food Policies (2009) 40-50 
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Simon Walker, ‘The Future of Human Rights Impact Assessments of Trade Agreements’ (Intersentia, 
2009). 

On the Development of Indicators 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, OHCHR, Report on Indicators for Promoting 
and Monitoring Implementation of Human Rights (6 June 2008) HRMI/MC/2008/3. 

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, OHCHR, Report on Indicators for Monitoring 
Compliance with International Human Rights Instruments (11 May 2006) HRI/MC/2006/7 

Appendix 2 – Illustrations of the Process for Undertaking HRIAs 

Please note that these are brief illustrations only, and that they were developed in the context of a re-
port on the Canada Colombia FTA,39 before further work had been done on the methodological 
framework set out above.  

A) Provisions providing protections for foreign investors  
This type of assessment is very different from previous HRIAs of trade agreements which have fo-
cused on trade in goods, services and intellectual property protection. There are a number of different 
types of assessment which could be undertaken with regard to investment provisions. One could, for 
instance, analyse the extent to which any ‘stabilisation clauses’ in the agreement might lead to gov-
ernments not bringing in legislative or other policy instruments to protect human rights which they 
otherwise would. The propensity for stabilization clauses to lead to such regulatory chill is a major 
concern.40 Conducting an impact assessment of such clauses would be very difficult, particularly in 
respect of the extremely complex causation issues. It will be difficult (although not impossible) to find 
compelling evidence that a particular stabilization clause has been the primary cause of failure to leg-
islate to better protect human rights, given the number of possible alternative (and perhaps even over-
lapping) domestic causes for such failures.  

Perhaps the clearest issue for analysis by an HRIA is the extent to which provisions in the FTA which 
protect foreign investors, (and in particular the ability of MNCs to invoke international investment 
arbitration procedures) might lead to increased investment by foreign firms who might then commit or 
be complicit in human rights violations. This type of assessment would require at least the following 
key methodological steps (others are left out because of the lack of detail in the scenario): 

1. Map the ‘baseline’ human rights situation including relevant human rights law (national and inter-
national) and the identification of key communities and other groups whose human rights are most 
likely to be endangered by the provisions in question (e.g. workers in the extractive industries and 
communities otherwise directly impacted upon by extraction activities)  

2. Develop an understanding of the investor protection provisions in the FTA, and how it compares 
and contrasts with other investor protection provisions which are already has in place with other 
countries (e.g. under NAFTA).  

3. Make an assessment of the (predicted) increases in investment as a result of those provisions 
(through e.g. case studies of countries which have already implemented similar provisions in other 
trade agreements, modelling studies etc.), with a particular focus on areas of investment where 
human rights violations are more likely (e.g. in mining and extractive sectors). NB: The relation-
ship between investment agreements and increases in levels of investment is very difficult to as-
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certain. Since writing this outline initially concerns have been raised about the validity of this 
stage of the process. 

4. Use indicators to measure whether increased human rights violations have occurred/will occur 
post-investment agreement and the extent of such human rights violations 

5. Analyse the type and extent of human rights violations committed by investors already operating 
in the country in those industries and/or investors operating in other comparable countries.  

6. Consult with local communities and other key actors in order to ascertain particular communities 
where violations have occurred and the nature and extent of those violations, measured against the 
indicators developed. This stage could utilise HRIAs already undertaken of investment projects 
undertaken with regard to Canadian firms.41  

7. Analyse how investor protections might lead/have led to increased activity by companies respon-
sible for/complicit in human rights violations and conclude on the (predicted) volume and nature 
of those violations  

8. Make recommendations, as necessary, with regard to how investor provisions need to be 
amended/rejected in order to prevent human rights violations being caused by the agreement or 
other measures which are needed.  

9. Make recommendations on the nature of the monitoring which is required, post-implementation in 
order to assess any human rights violations which occur in the future.  

B) Provisions protecting labour rights  
As with any other set of provisions in the FTA, provisions protecting labour rights can be assessed 
separately, and conclusions reached on their impact. Such an assessment will be attempting to gauge 
the extent to which provisions in the agreement (or in any side accord) effectively protect the rights of 
workers, and/or will lead to a decrease in the violation of labour rights. They will therefore be concen-
trating primarily on the degree of positive and intentional impact such additional labour regulation 
might produce, as opposed to the potential negative and unintentional impact of e.g. investment provi-
sions. Therefore, it will be important to make sure that, to the extent that such provisions are found to 
have a positive impact, this does not lead to an endorsement, from the human rights perspective, of the 
FTA as a whole.  

In terms of the methodological approach of any assessment undertaken, this should include the follow-
ing key steps:  

1. Map the ‘baseline’ human rights situation including relevant human rights law and the identifica-
tion of the type of labour rights violations which are currently prevalent and workers most likely 
to suffer from those types of violations  

2. Identify the type of labour provisions set out in the Agreement/Side Accord and their method of 
enforcement/promotion 

3. Consult with key stakeholders (workers, union representatives, government officials etc.) regard-
ing the perceptions of the likely impact of the labour provisions. 

4. In the case of an ex ante HRIA, identify other countries with comparable labour issues to those 
faced and with similar labour provisions in trade agreements already in force.  

5. Assess the effectiveness of the Side Accord in enhancing labour rights protection in identified 
countries. This will include quantitative analysis of the numbers of labour rights violations pre- 
and post- Agreement, qualitative analysis of the perceived impact of the Accord in changing prac-
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tices through interviews with e.g. government officials, union officials, workers in key industries 
etc in those countries. 

6. Take into account alternative causal explanations for increase/decrease in labour protection in 
identified countries (e.g. increased national protection of labour rights unrelated to the trade 
agreement in question etc.) 

7. Assess the (likely) impact of these provision in light of the above analysis and, to the extent con-
sidered appropriate, make recommendations with regard to amendment/rejection of the provisions 
in question and/or alternative forms of labour protection.  

8. Make recommendations on the nature of the monitoring which is required, post-implementation in 
order to assess the impact of the provisions as enacted. 

 

 

Notes 
1 See James Harrison, 'Conducting a Human Rights Impact Assessment of the Canada-Colombia Free Trade 
Agreement: Key Issues.' (2009) A Background Paper for the CCIC Americas Policy Group available at 
http://www.ccic.ca/_files/en/what_we_do/003_apg_2009-02_hr_assess_of_cfta.pdf. See also James Harrison & 
Alessa Goller, 'Trade and Human Rights: What Does 'Impact Assessment' Have to Offer?' (2008) Human Rights 
Law Review, 8(4), 587-615. James Harrison 'Trade Agreements, Intellectual Property and Access to Essential 
Medicines: What Future Role for the Right to Health?' (October 23, 2009). GLOBAL GOVERNANCE OF 
HIV/AIDS, Aginam & Harrington, eds., Edward Elgar (2010), Warwick School of Law Research. Available at 
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Annex 3: Seminar Agenda 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expert Seminar on Human Rights Impact Assessments 
for Trade and Investment Agreements 

June 23-24, 2010 
 

South Centre 
chemin du Champ-d'Anier 17 

1209 Genève 
SWITZERLAND 
022 791 80 50 

south@southcentre.org 

 

 

DAY 1 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 2010  

08:30-09:00 Registration  

 Moderator Armin Paasch, Misereor 

09:00-09:15 Welcome and Introductions Gauri Sreenivasan, Canadian Coun-
cil for International Co-operation 

09:15-10:00 Setting the Stage - the rising rele-
vance and importance of HRIAs 
for trade and investment agree-
ments 

Olivier de Schutter, UN Special 
Rapporteur on the Right to Food 
(20 min) 

 Response Panel – key strategic 
issues 

Martin Khor, South Centre 
Bernard Kuiten, WTO 
Gigi Francisco, Development Alter-
natives with Women for a New Era 
(25 min) 

10:00-10:30 Roundtable Discussion  

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break  
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 Moderator Carole Samdup, Rights & Democ-
racy 

11:00-11:45 Overview of Impact Assessments 
- lessons learned 

 

 Overview of main lessons from 
previous HRIAs including EU-SIAs 
- achievements, shortcomings 
and challenges 

James Harrison, University of War-
wick 
(30 min) 

 Political lessons from environ-
mental impact assessment proc-
esses 

Marcos Orellana Cruz, CIEL-
Washington 
(15 min) 

11:45-12:30 Plenary Discussion on Learnings 
re HRIAs 

 

12:30-13:30 Lunch Break  

 Moderator Rolf Künnemann, FIAN 

13:30-14:00 Standards and Indicators for Se-
lect Human Rights - an overview 

Rajeev Malhotra, UN OHCHR 
Consultant 
(15 min) 

 Brief Q&A  

14:00-16:30 Parallel WORKING GROUPS for 
trade and investment related indi-
cators and standards on selected 
human rights 

 

 Right to Food Facilitator:
 Resource People:

Sally Anne Way, CESR: 
Olivier de Schutter, SR 
Louiza Kabiru, Kenya Human Rights 
Commission 

 Right to Work/ Facilitator:
Livelihood Resource People:

Esther Busser, ITUC 
Ben Moxham, TUC 
Guillermo Correa Montoya, Escuela 
Nacional Sindical, Colombia 

 Right to Health Facilitator:
 
 Resource People:

Thomas Braunschweig, Berne Dec-
laration 
Kajal Bhardwaj, Lawyer, India 
Stephen Marks, Harvard School of 
Public Health 
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 Right to Water Facilitator:
 Resource People:

Simon Walker, Human Rights expert
Gustavo Maurino, Association civil 
por la igualdad y la justicia, Argen-
tina 
Michael Windfuhr, Brot für die Welt 

16:30-17:00 Coffee Break  

17:00-17:30 Brief Report Back from Work-
shops 

Working Group Rapporteurs 

17:30-17:45 Setting Stage for Day 2, and Close  

 

 

DAY 2 THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 2010  

 Moderator Priscilla Claeys, Office of the SR on 
Right to Food 

09:00-09:30 HRIA Methodology for Trade Pro-
visions - an overview 

Simon Walker, Human Rights expert 

09:30-12:00 Parallel WORKING GROUPS for 
methodologies to address key 
provisions of Agreements 

 

 Agricultural trade Facilitator:
 Resource People:

Rolf Künnemann, FIAN 
Armin Paasch, Misereor 
Areli Sandoval, Equipo 
Pueblo/Social Watch 

 Intellectual Property  Facilitator:
Rights Resource People:

Katia Aeby, 3D 
Simon Walker, Human Rights expert 

 Investment chapters/ Facilitator:
treaties Resource People:

Gauri Sreenivasan, CCIC 
Nathalie Bernasconi, IISD 
Angela Andews, Legal Resources 
Centre, South Africa 

 Negotiation process of 
trade/investment Facilitator:
agreements Resource People:

 
Aileen Kwa, South Centre 
Louiza Kabiru, Kenya Human Rights 
Commission 

12:00-13:00 Lunch Break  
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 Moderator Thomas Braunschweig, Berne Dec-
laration 

13:00-13:45 Reports and discussion of work-
shop results 

Working Group Rapporteurs 

13:45-14:30 Institutional Options - undertaking 
HRIAs as part of State obligations 

 

 Panel discussants on various op-
tions 

 

 Role for National Human Rights 
Commissions/National Ministries 

Jacques-chai Chomthongdi, National 
Human Rights Commission of Thai-
land 

 Role of Parliament, challenges Gauri Sreenivasan, CCIC 

 What role for UN structures? John Foster, University of Regina 
and Carleton University 

 CSO roles, particularly in Southern 
contexts 

Areli Sandoval, Equipo 
Pueblo/Social Watch 

14:30-15:15 Discussion  

15:15-15:45 Coffee Break  

 Moderator Gauri Sreenivasan, CCIC 

15:45-17:00 Conclusions/Next Steps  

 Interview Panel 
Do you see emerging consensus on 
HRIA methodologies/key bench-
marks? Are there divergences in 
approaches? 
What do you see as key messages 
of this seminar? 
What are key issues for next steps? 

Olivier de Schutter, SR 
Esther Busser, ITUC 
Kajal Bhardwaj, Lawyer, India 
(30 min) 

 Discussion - flipchart key issues 
and follow up required 

(45 min) 

17:00-17:45 Evaluation Process  

17:45-18:00 Close and Thank you  
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